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Here you can find the menu of Tokyo Thai Sushi in Naples. At the moment, there are 15 courses and drinks on
the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Tokyo Thai

Sushi:
we loved this place! visited neapel for the day and wanted some great sushi after the beach - the service here is
incredible. family in possession. they really went beyond and beyond to take care of us. we loved the ingenious
roll, but enjoyed everything. the appointed tee, and they brought a new pot when we all drank it. nigiri was so
freshly tasted. if we were living here, we would be immediately descendants! read more. From Naples comes
Tokyo Thai Sushi and brings delicious menus to the table, seasoned with the Thai culinary famous spices and
(fish-)sauces, in addition to freshly harvested vegetables, seafood and meat, Besides, the successful blend of

different menus with new and partially adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the guests - a beautiful case of
Asian Fusion. Freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat are the main ingredients in the healthy Japanese
cuisine of Tokyo Thai Sushi, among the specialties of this restaurant are especially the Sushi and Sashimi.
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Salad�
SEAWEED SALAD

Sush� Roll�
RAINBOW ROLL

Mai� course�
SUSHI

�tra�
GINGER

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

WE HAVE

PORK MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPICY TUNA

SALAD

SOUP
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 16:00-22:00
Monday 11:00-22:00
Tuesday 11:00-22:00
Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 11:00-22:00
Friday 11:00-22:00
Saturday 16:00-22:00
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